COVID-19 update

Airline refunds:
the reason behind the delays
Rest assured: we will return refunds to you as soon as they are received from the airline.
As your travellers and bookers contact our teams for changes or cancellations, our consultants will
advise on any expected refund delays.
Airline policies are changing regularly, with some airlines offering vouchers as refunds instead of cash.
Further, we’ve also seen a number of airlines who are not offering any refund, even for fully refundable
fares. We continue to campaign on your behalf with industry bodies for the best possible outcome.
To help explain the current situation and why there’s a time lag for refunds being returned, we’ve
grouped airlines as follows:
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We have a fully resourced team working hard to get your refund as quickly as possible.
Meet a few of them below:
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The team applies to suppliers for refunds on your behalf.
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